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Abstract
Many video and audio sessions are transinitted via the Multicast Backbone (MBone) medium day by day. The Integrated Services archilecture of the Internet will make it now possible to transmit and receive these sessions in a 'guaranteed' quality of
Service. To allow this i n heterogeneous networks, consisting of, e.g. Ethernet and ATM, an interaction between the QoS architectures 01' the Internet and ATM is necessary. However, they are very different, so mapping thern is a difficult task.
In this Paper, the implementation of an interaction approach for the QoS architectures developed for the Internet and for ATM,
and the extension of the MBone VCR for recording and playing back MBone sessions in a higher quality, is described. This
system allows the QoS supported recording and off-line playback of MBone session in heterogeneous IP/ATM networks.
Keywords: Heterogeneous Networks, IP/ATM, Integrated Services, QoS, ATM, MBone, MBone VCR, RSVP over ATM.

1 Introduction
Thc MBone VCR [Holf95] was one of the first MBone tools that allowed the recording and offline playback of sessions that
were transmitted over the MBone. This allows Users to record sessions, which they are not able to watch live, and play thein
back at any time. An interesting application of this tool is for example the recording of a lecture at a University that was transmitted via the MBone, and playing back that session at a different location, at a different time and as often as wanted.
With the current version of the MBone VCR (RVIC971 sessions can only be recorded and played back in best-effort quality. Using the Internet Integrated Services (11s) [BrCS94], it is possible to reach a higher quality for transmissions on the Internet. Therefore it was our goal to extend the functionality of the MBone VCR to use these new services. This extended MBone
VCR makes it possible to cooperatc with other MBone tools that were extended for the use of the IIS, like the rsvp-vic
[MaMS97], [RVIC97].
The new services are implemented in the nctwork layer (packet level), but we believe in order to make them work efficiently and effectively it is necessary that they are supported by a QoS-active link laycr. In our point of view ATM will become
more and more popular in the backboiies of MANs and WANs, and becomes thus an important link layer technology from the
Internet perspective. This trend implies that in the near future ATM and IP networks will coexist and ATM networks will be
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usecl to interconnect IP networks. To provide QoS support iii heterogeneous IPIATM networks, an intcraction between the QoS
architectures of the Internet and ATM has to bc inlplemented.
We decided to implement 'RSVP over ATM' to solve this problem, that ineans wc basecl our design oii an extension of the
Classical IP over ATM model [Laub94]. By ovcrlaying the RSVP on an ATM network it is possible for IP applications to
reqiiest a certain QoS through the iise of RSVP. Tlie information delivered by RSVP is used hy the ATM subnetwork to setup a
V C whose QoS characteristics should approxirnate the ones sigiialled by RSVP as closely as possible. An alternative would
have been to use native ATM services for the QoS cxtension of the MBone VCR. Obvious drawbacks of this approach woultl
havc been that the ATM-capable MBone VCR coiild only run on ATM workstations, ancl that thc whole data communication
part of the MBoiie VCR would have had to be rewritten. In contrast to this, our approach of extending the MRone VCR by
RSVP lcaves the data comrnunication part unchanged and furthermore does not restrict the use of the MBone VCR to a homogeneous ATM network.
Iii our prototypical system the MBone VCR signals the desired QoS to RSVP which is afterwards mapped to ATM QoS
Parameters. Depending on the ATM QoS paramcters a QoS V C will be set up on which the appropriate data is sent.
While wc give an overview about relatecl work in the next section, section 3 deals with our implementation of RSVP over
ATM. The fourth section describes how the MBone VCR had to be enhanced to becoine an RSVP-aware application and in
section 5 thc interaction of all components of our prototypical system is illustrated by some typical scenarios. Section 6 then
summarizes our work and gives some thoughts on possible future work.

2 Related Work
To satisfy the requirements of distributed miiltimedia applications in the Internet, as for examplc the MBone tools, the Internet
Integrated Services (11s) wcre introduced. These new services sllall support hard real-time (guaranteed service) [RVIC97] and
adaptive real-time (controlled load) [ShPG97] applications like e.g. vic. The provisioning of QoS for applications is done hy
the Resource reSerVation Protocol (RSVP) [BZBH+97], an extension of thc Internet protocol suite.
Scveral tools for transmitting and receiving data via the MBone have been developcd in the last few years (vic, vat, nv, ivs,
sdr, wb, ...). Unfortunately, today inost of them are not able to work with the new services provided by IIS. One of these
extended applications which support RSVP is the well known vic [RVIC97]. At prcsent it is only possible to have high quality
sessions on the MBone between a sending and a receiving rsvp-vic. A User can only receive live sessions with a desired QoS.
Playing already stored sessions or recording sessions with a tlesired QoS with the available MBone tools is not possiblc at the
moment.
Since ATM is becoming more and more important in the WAN and backbone area there has alreacly hecn clone soine work in
the field of interaction between the QoS architectures of the Internet and ATM, e.g. somc architectural considerations have
been made [BCDB95] [CBBB+97][SKBY6], implementation guidelincs have been developecl [Berg97], and a few RSVP over
ATM implementations have been conducted. One of these iniplementations is described in [BFGK95] which is suitable for thc
handling of a large number of RSVP receivers. Another implementation is describcd in [BrGi96] which however in contrast to
the one nbove docs not support multicast. These two implementations are takiiig the approach to map one IP Flow to one ATM
V C which differs from a third implementation in which an IP flow multiplexing is performed [MaMS97]. This multiplexing
allows the combination of several IP flows into one VC.
The niain approach of all of this implementations was to extend the Classical IP over ATM model [Laub941 to support the
transport of IP flows over ATM networks.

3 Implementation of RSVP over ATM
It was our goal to develop an RSVP over ATM impleinentation that allows applicatioiis running on top of I P the reservation of
resourccs in a heterogeneous network environnient. We decided to use the Solaris 2.5.1 implementation of RSVP [RSVP97] as
a basis for our RSVP over ATM irnplcmentation and to extend it with an appropriate interface to ATM. Figure 1 illustrates the
environment in which such an implementation is used.The RSVP over ATM implementation resides in the so-called EdgeDevices, which have coiinectivity to both worlds and tlierefore have to 'translate' hetween theinsection 3.1 describes the differences between RSVP and ATM signalling. How the mapping between the different QoS models in heterogeneous IPIATM

networks is achieved will bc described in scction 3.2. In section 3.3 the underlying model of our RSVP over ATM implementation is presented..
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Figlli-e I: RSVP over ATM.
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3.1 Differences between RSVP and QoS signalling in ATM
The RSVP and QoS signalling in ATM [ATMF96a][ATMF96b] are very different. These differences complicate any RSVP
over ATM irnplementation:

Initiation of a Reservation
The actual reservation in RSVP is performed when the Resv message arrives which is initiated by the receiver. In opposite
to RSVP ii reservation in ATM is done by the sender during VC setup.
State in the Network Nodes
In RSVP a route between sender and receiver can change and RSVP will adapt to this route change (soft state). If by any
reason a route in ATM has to be changed, the connection has to be cancelled and a new one is setup (hard state).
Time of Reservation
In ATM data transmission and resource reservation are synchronized, i.e. the reservation is done during VC setup. In contrast to ATM a reservation in RSVP can be done asynchronously to data transmission.
Variation of an Existing Reservation
If a reservation has to be changed in ATh4 the existing VC must be closed and a new one has to be Set up. In RSVP a reservation can be changed during data transmission. RSVP allows the dynamic change of QoS which is in contrast to ATM
where the requested QoS is static.
Unilbidirectional Flows/Connections
An RSVP reservation is always for unidirectional flows which means that a reservation is performed for data flowing from
a sender to a receiver. ATM reservations are bidirectional for a data connection from a sender to a receiver and vice versa.
Heterogeneity
In opposite to RSVP heterogeneous receivers are not supported in ATM because the signalling allows only point-to-multipoint VCs with a uniform reservation (homogenous QoS)

Table 1 summarizes the diffcrences hetween RSVP ancl QoS signalliiig in ATM..
Characteristic

RSVP

ATM

Reservation style

Receiver-oriented

Sendes-orien ted

State i n nodes

Soft state

Hard state

Reservation setiip

Independent from connection
setup

Synchronous with connection
setup

Modification of existing reservatioiis

Dy nainic

Static

Uni-Ibidirectional

Unidirectional

Bidirectional

Heterogencity

Support for hetero,oeneous
receivers

Same QoS for all receivcrs

Table 1: Differences between RSVP and QoS signalling in ATM
One of the tasks of an RSVP over ATM implementation is to solve thc problems that ase caused by these diffcrences.
3.2 QoS Support

In order to provide QoS Support for applications running on top of TCPIIP or UDPIIP on heterogeneous IPIATM networks a
mapping between 11s' QoS 2nd the ATM QoS parameters rnust be inipleinented in the Edge-Dcvices. Witli this mapping it is
possible to setup a VC which characteristics comply to the ones signalled by RSVP. Tlie RSVP over ATM iinplementation has
to pcrform the following stcps for the mapping between the different QoS parameters:
Mapping betwcen thc different IIS and ATM servicc classes as described in [GaBo97] and shown in Figure 2.
Translation between the values of the QoS Parameter from bytcs (11s) to cells (ATM).
The mapping shown in Figure 2 can only be seen as the 'theoretical optimuni' because VBR and ABR are not yei in-ipleinented
in most of the ATM hardware.

IIS

ATM

Figiire 2: Mapping of QoS Service Classes.

3.3 Architecture of the RSVP over ATM implementation

We extended RSVP by an interface to ATM which is responsible for thc VC management. With this new interface, a flow, for
which a reservation has been made, will be sent over a VC with a QoS corresponding to the one signalled by the RSVP reservation (QoS-VC) instead of a Best-Effort-VC as in the Clcissical IP over ATM model. That means cell-level scheduling is used
in order to avoid the duplication of functionality already providecl by ATM in the network/IP layer, i.e. we try to maximize the
use of ATM facilities in order to alleviate the task of the network/IP layer.
Iii our implementation we used the Fore-API [FORE951 to realize this interface including the VC management. The library
routines of the Fore API provide a connection-orientecl client and Server model. For transmitting data betwcen client and servcr

a connection has to be established first. Thcrefore we also had to implement a so-called ATM-Connection-Server that is
responsiblc Tor the connection setup atid receiving of data on the egress Edge-Device. The client of this design is part of the
RSVP over ATM implementation.
The steps that have to be performed for a rescrvation and data transmission of a flow are as follows:
If a Resv message arrives at the ingress Edge-Device, a QoS-VC to the egress Edge-Dcvice is setup.
After a successful setup of the QoS-VC daia belonging to the flow will be sent over ihis VC and no longer over Classical
IP's Best-Effort-VC.
On the egress Edge-Device the ATM-Connection-Server iransfers the data to the traditional LAN interface (e.g. Ethcrnet,
Token Ring), in case the application is not running on the ATM interface of the Edge-Device.

-

Figure 3 illustrates the setup and disconnection t'or an RSVP reservation.
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To identify data that is belonging to a flow, a table exists in each Edge-Device. A new entry will be inserted in the table if a reservation arrives at the Edge-Device. Since thcre is no flow-label in the IPv4 header this entry contains the source and destination address, the source and destination port nuinber and also the protocol ID of the flow. If the reservation is torn down the
corresponding entry in the table will be deleted. This table is used by the d~tamanagementthat is running on the Edge-Device
to find out whether an IP packet arriving on the Ethernet interface belongs to a flow or not.
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Figure 4: Extended Architecture.
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Thc interaction between the extended RSVP irnplenientation, the ATM-Connection-Servcr antl the clcrttrirrai~crgen~ei~t
in the
protocol hierarchy is shown in Fig~ire4. In contrast to other RSVP over ATM [MaMS97] implementations we decided not to
irnplement the V C managcmcnt into thc CBQ[FIJa95], the packet classifying and scheduling modulc supplied with [RSVP97].
because ATM has its own traffic managemcnt which perlorms alniost the Same proceduies as implcmentcd in the CBQ. Howcver in ATM it is done in hardware on thc cell-level and is therefore niuch niore efficient than a softwarc schcme. The only
advantage of a C B Q module 'in front of' ATM could be the possibility ofcloing a two-level scheduling. However, it was not
our airn to investigate different strategies to assign groups oT RSVP flows to ATM VCs and thercfore we chosc a one-to-one
rnapping between RSVP flows and ATM VCs.
The mapping between the IIS and ATM service classes could not bc realizcd as described in chapter 3.2 because the Fore
API does not Support the reservation of resources in terms of UNI 3.013.1 or 4.0 service categories and parameters, but uses its
own, sirnplified QoS model. For requesting resources three different parameters are offered by the Forc API. Thc values of
these paranicter have to be specified in kbitsls which rnakes a translation between bytes and cells iinnecessary. On the tablc
below the mapping bctwecri the API and IIS parameters is shown.
Fore API

Guaranteed Service

Controlled Load

peak-bandwitlth

guaranteed rate (R)

token bucket rate (r)

mean-bandwidth

token bucket rate (r)

tokcn bucket rate (r)

mean-burst

token bucket depth (b)

token bucket depth (b)

Table 2: Mapping of QoS parameters.
For signalling the desired QoS to RSVP the applications can simply use an API which acts as an interface to thc RSVP daernon. How the interactiori between thc application and RSVP is realized will bc shown in section 4.2.

4 The Extended MBone VCR
Tlie MBone VCR i s an application that allows tlie recordins and playback of video and audio sessioiis that arc transrnitted via
tlie MBone. But with the current version of the MBone VCR i t is not possible to iise the Intcrnet Integrated Services which
make it possiblc to record or playback data in a higher quality than best effort. However, especially for the recordin, case a
guaranteed quality of servicc is very desirable, since the recorded session might be played back niariy tirnes and can only be
rccorded once as is the case for examplc for a lecture. Due to these considerations we decided to implement an interface to
RSVP into the MBone VCR. Section 4.1 gives an overview of thc RSVP API and in scction 4.2 the extended VCR is
described.

4.1 RAPI the RSVP API
The RAPI is the standard application programmers interface of RSVP that can be used by applications for the invocation of
RSVP services [BrHo97]. In other words, with RAPI applications have the opportunity to request QoS. RAPI is implernented
as a client library that can be linked with an application. The most important functions contained in this library are shown
below:.

rapi-se.ssion()

,

PATH

rapi-session()

Figrrre 5: RAP1 Functions.

rnpi-session(): creates a RAPI Session.
rapi-sen&r(): a sending application must issiie a rapi-sender() call to initiate the sending of an RSVP Path message.
t-api-re.~erve():a receiving application uses rzrpi-reserve for making a reservation.
rapi-release(): removes an existing reservation.
In Figure 5 it is shown which functions have to be called by a sending and a receiving application.

4.2 .QoS Functions of the VCR
With the RAPI described above it is possible to give the VCR the functionality to record or playback sessions with a requested
QoS. Because of the two modes of the VCR (sending or receiving data) it has to be possible to initiate either a Pnth or a Resv
message. The extended VCR has the functionality of both the sender and receiver as they are shown in Figure 5. Its user interface is shown in Figure 6.
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figure 6: User Intcrlace oi'thc Extcnclcd VCR

It was our intention that the request for QoS should be user-driven and not automated by the application (at least as far as the
user can give more accurate information). Therefore a new item (QoS) was inserted in the top menu of the VCR as shown in
Figure 6. By inserting this new item it is the users decision whether the quality for the session is adequate without a QoS
request or not. The menu QoS includes the topics Playing and Recording, which are essentially Synonyms for initiating a Parh
or Resv message. By choosing Plu!jing the user gets a menu in which he or she is able to determine the QoS which is required
to receive the data in the best possible quality. At the moment there are three Parameters that can be determined by the user:
foken blicket rate, token blicket depth and peak rate. The furtherly needed parameters are automatically Set by the implementation. We felt that it would make no sense to let the user determine all parameters which are needed for a TSpedRSpec, since
parameters like miniinum policed unit, maximum packet size or slack are meaningless to the user. One could argue that this
might also be the case for the user-selectable parameters mentioned above, however it should be pointed out that our work was
not concerned with finding an adequate QoS user interface which allows users to request QoS in a very simple and intuitive
way. We are aware that there is at least one layer of abstraction missing in order for a layman user to cope with the QoS parameters setting.
If the topic Recording is chosen almost the Same window as in the Playir~gcase will be shown. But in this case the fields
token bucket rate, token blicket deprh and peak rnte are initialized with the values received from a Path message. These values
can be seen as a proposal which can be edited by a user if he or she wants to request a higher or lower QoS.After insertion of
the three parameters a Path or Resv message will be initiated through the extended VCR and signalled to RSVP by a RAPI call.
In the case of a Putk message the addresses of the receivers will be deteimined from the session information that is stored with
each session. A third topic in the QoS menu is called Carrcel, which allows a iiser to cancel an existing QoS request.

In addition to thc extendcd VCR another RSVP capable application is necessary to allow QoS supported sessions. As meiitioned above, one of thcse already extended applicatioiis is the rsvp-vic, which allows the request for QoS in a way tliai it takes
the values included in thc rcceived Parli incssngc to form :I Rrsv niessage.

5 Scenarios
To illustrate the interaction between the extended VCR. thc RSVP daemon, our RSVP over ATM implcmcntation, and the
rsvp-vic, we describe some typical intcractioiis. In each case we uscd tlie rsvp-vic as seiiding or rccciving application to communicate with thc extended VCR. In the case that thc rsvp-vic recognizes that it is running on an RSVP-supported Computer a
Path mcssagc will be automatically setup in the sending case. Iii contrast to the extended VCR thc paraineters for this messagc
can not be set by the User. In the receiving case a Reserve button cxists in the actual window that allows ihc User to gencratc a
QoS request. The parametcrs for the Resv inessagc are adopied froin the incoming Parh rnessagc, again without invocation of
the iiser.
5.1 VCR in Playing Mode

In the first scenario (scenario A, Figure 7) the VCR acts as a sender that distributes a session which was rccorded bcforc. With
the extendcd VCR there is now the opportunity to distribute this session with a certain QoS. Before or during the session the
User is able to generate an appropriate Pcith incssage, that will be propagated to all possiblc receivers. Dcpendinp on the IP
addrcss that is stated in the scssion information of a recordecl session the Path message will be distributed as unicast or multiCast message. The IP address can be editcd and therefore ii can be detcrininecl by the User if this session should be transmittcd
as unicast or multicast. The Path rnessage generatecl by the VCR will be forwarded from RSVP router to RSVP routcr until it
reaches its destination. In the casc of an ATM backbone in bctwecn, the Path message will be transmitted via Fore IP
[FORE961 (a proprietary modified version of Classictil IP over ATM) over the existing best effort VC. In the iiigress and egress
Edge-Devices no further processing on thc Path rnessages has to be done than in a standard RSVP roiitcr.
rlivp vcr

rsvp vic

a

QoS playing

Pa th

Resv

over ATM

over ATM

Edge
Dcvice

Edge
Dcvice
Figilre 7: Scenario A.

By using rsvp-vic as receiving application a User can press the Reserve button that was described above which will initiate a
Resv message and should consequently raise the quality of the transmitted session. It has to be seen as a disadvantage that the
rsvp-vic directly adopts the information reccived from the Path message because the User has no chance to inanipulate this
information that results in the fact that he or she is not able to changc the QoS even if it is not satisfying. By usiiig this strategy,
i.e. rsvp-vic choosing exactly what the sender tells him, RSVP's capabilities to Support heterogeneous, receiver-oriented QoS
is essentially destroyed. Aftcr initiating a Resv message by RAP1 this message will be sent upstream towards the sencicr. In
each router in between the requested resources will be reserved if possible. On the transition bctween IP and ATM the message
will also be sent over the best effort VC as it is done with the Pc~rhmessage. After the Resv inessagc has reached the ingress
Edge-Device an appropriate QoS-VC will be setup as described in section 3.3. On the egress Edge-Device no further processiiig has to be performed by the RSVP over ATM impleinentation becausc the reservation has to be donc on the Ethernet interface.

5.2 VCR in Recording Mode
In scenario B (Figure 8) the recording function of the VCR is used. With the extended VCR there will be the opportunity to
record a scssion in a higher quality than best effort. To perform this operation the recordable data must be sent from an rsvpcapable application like the rsvp-vic. Now the rolcs of rsvp-vic and extended VCR are interchanged. The rsvp-vic is the sender
that distributes vidco information froin c.g. a video grabber or a camera. As described above the rsvp-vic automatically initiates a Path message when the distribution of data is started. The Path inessage will be handled in the same way as shown in
scenario A. When the Path message rcaches the receiver this will be signalled to the VCR by a RAP1 upcall. Now it is possible
to initiate a Resv message by the use of the new implemented features described in section 4.2. The User has the chance to
accept the TSpec Parameters that were offei-ed by the Path message or to modify them according to hislher own QoS needs
thereby allowing for heterogeneous receivers in contrast to rsvp-vic. The processing of the Resv message that is initiated by the
VCR is done in the same manner as described in scenano A.
rsvp ver

Resv

rsvp vic

QoS recording

Path

1 ~ J F I , ~ ~ ; M - ~ R s v 1P ~
over ATM

Edge
Device

Edge
Device
Fig~tre8: Scenario B.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
Much work has been done on the development of applications that allow the transmission of audio and video data. Since the
introduction of'the MBone VCR there is also the opportunity to record and play back such audio and video data transmissions.
On the other hand considerable effort has been spent on the support of integrated services in the Internet as well as in ATM.
Both worlds (Internet, ATM) do now offer support for integrated services but in very different ways. The increasing deployment of ATM especially in the backbone makes an integration between ATM and IP necessary. To support integrated services
this integrating caniiot satisfactorily be solved by Classical IP over ATM. In this case a more successful approach is the introduction of RSVP over ATM, which allows QoS support in heterogeneous IPIATM networks.
It was our goal to show in a prototypical system how the support of Internet Integrated Services in heterogeneous IPIATM
networks for video and audio applications in the future may look like. Because there was no RSVP over ATM implementation
available for our environment as we started our project, we had to implement our own RSVP over ATM Prototype that could be
used by the exiended VCR and other RSVP capable applications.
In the second step we extended the MBone VCR in a manner that allows to play and record sessions in a guaranteed quality. From our point of view these enhanced applications (e.g. rsvp-vic, enhanced VCR) will lead to an increasing use of the
Internet for audio and video applications. This will also be supported by the raising use of ATM as network media in the backbone, since ATM promises to support QoS on the link layer ev.en in a WAN environment.
We are currently lesting the system in relation to performance and reliability to find out in which elements furthcr optimization has to be done.
Future work could be to improve the RSVP over ATM implementation in the areas of QoS mapping, multicast support for
heterogeneous receivers and clcver schemes to solve the problem of supporting RSVP's dynainic QoS. A further area of future
work in thc application domain could be to develop a better QoS User interface for the extended VCR in order to make it more
intuitive for a layman User.
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